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		This tutorial takes photographers beyond the quick tips and gimmicky effects of many digital photography books. Author Katrin Eismann -- an internationally acclaimed artist, bestselling author, and gifted educator -- offers high-profile work, including her own, as examples for teaching photographers how to use the digital medium to create, edit, and output images that reflect their true vision.

		

		Co-authored by photographer and teacher Sean Duggan, The Creative Digital Darkroom translates skills, concepts, and nomenclature of the traditional darkroom into digital solutions for photographers who sense that, despite the newness of the technologies at hand, there remains a timeless method for learning and practicing photography the right way. This is not a Photoshop book per se, but it does focus on the photographic aspects of Photoshop, something other books claim to do but rarely have the discipline to accomplish. The Creative Digital Darkroom includes:

		
			Four sections that cover the black & white darkroom, the color darkroom, creative techniques, and production essentials
	
			Chapters that begin with a thorough foundation followed by numerous tutorial examples that apply the theory to real-world examples
	
			Examples and a layout that enables readers to find, understand, and apply the featured techniques quickly and easily
	
			The authors are both renowned photographers and Photoshop experts


	Clearly, The Creative Digital Darkroom is not your typical digital photography "how to" book. It's ideal for intermediate and advanced photographers, artists, and educators looking for clear, concise, insightful, and inspiring information and techniques on how to make their photographs shine. The language, and techniques will immediately appeal to serious students and professionals, and the original tutorial images and high-profile work will make the book an important visual resource for educators and art appreciators.
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The Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements, Volume 3Nabu Press, 2010

	This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have...
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Brain Edema XIII (Acta Neurochirurgica Supplement) (v. 13)Springer, 2006

	This volume contains 93 papers from internationally recognized experts in the field of brain edema and brain injury. The papers include human and animal studies on edema following stroke, cerebral hemorrhage, traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury and hydrocephalus. Papers also address fluid dynamics in the brain (including the role of...
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Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Dynamic WebsitesO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The combination of PHP and MySQL is the most convenient approach to dynamic,
	
		database-driven web design, holding its own in the face of challenges from integrated
	
		frameworks—such as Ruby on Rails—that are harder to learn. Due to its open source
	
		roots (unlike the competing Microsoft .NET framework), it is...
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Chest SonographySpringer, 2007

	Chest sonography is an established procedure in the stepwise imaging diagnosis of pulmonary and pleural disease. It is the method of choice to distinguish between solid and liquid lesions and allows the investigator to make an unequivocal diagnosis without exposing the patient to costly and stressful procedures. This book presents the state...
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Programming: Principles and Practice Using C++Addison Wesley, 2008

	
		An Introduction to Programming by the Inventor of C++

	
		 

	
		Preparation for Programming in the Real World

	
		 

	
		The book assumes that you aim eventually to write...
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Spandrels of TruthOxford University Press, 2009
Among the various conceptions of truth is one according to which "is true" is a transparent, entirely see-through device introduced for only practical (expressive) reasons. This device, when introduced into the language, brings about truth-theoretic paradoxes (particularly, the notorious Liar and Curry paradoxes). The options for dealing...
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